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Abstract- In this paper, optimal reactive power dispatch based on particle swarm optimization
approach. The objectives are power losses in transmission lines and voltage deviation of the
system. The algorithm changed the stochastic initialization and adopted a principle of particle
searching
ing by itself. More than a few particles in feasible solutions were used to lead swarms
motion and update the performance of the proposed approach is demonstrated with the IEEE-26
IEEE
bus test system. It is observed that the reactive power has decreased while active power has
increased and the simulation results show that the particle swarm optimization, which had been
adjusted parameters, is better convergent time than other optimization methods.
Keywords: particle swarm algorithm, reactive power dispatch, power
pow loss minimization and voltage
deviation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of optimal reactive power dispatch problem is to find the optimization
settings of given power system that minimize an the objectives are power losses in
transmission lines and voltage deviation of the system while at the some time satisfying
various equality and inequality constraints [1]. The equality constrants are the power flow
equations, while inequality constraints are the limits on the control variables and operating
limits of the power system dependant variables. Up to now, number of techniques ranging
from classical techniques like Linear programming (LP), non-linear
non
programming and
gradient based techniques have been proposed in the journalism for solving RPD probl
problems.
However, due to the approximations introduced by linearized models, the LP results may
not represent the optimal solution for inherently non-linear
non
objective functions such as the
one used in the reactive power dispatch problem. However, these techniques
techniq
have severe
limitations in handling nonlinear, discontinuous functions and constraints, and function
having multiple local minima. Regrettably, the original reactive power problem does have
these Properties [2].
Simulations
imulations and the results obtained using
usi the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm
based approaches were found to be better than the results obtained using the conventional
method. Although, these works have solved the reactive power dispatch
dispat (RPD) problem
successfully [3], none of them has considered the line flow and voltage stability constraints,
which are important for any practical implementation of reactive power dispatch. PSO
algorithm is an optimization tool based on population, which starts from random solution
and finds an optimal
al value via iteration. The rule of the PSO algorithm is evaluating
whether the solution is good or bad through a fitness function, and the PSO algorithm
constantly adjusts position and speed and finds the global best by following the currently
searched optimal value [6].. The PSO algorithm is simple and effective and has high
precision, quick convergence and profound intelligent background, shows advantages in
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solving practical problems, and is suitable for scientific research and engineering
application [7].
The proposed approach has been examined and tested on the standard IEEE 26-bus test
system. The potential and effectiveness of the proposed approach are demonstrated and
good quality solution. Finally, the simulation results proof that particle swarm optimization
approach success for solving the reactive power dispatch (RPD) problem.

2.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

The reactive power dispatch problem is to minimize the objective function for optimal
settings of control variables, while satisfying various equality and inequality constraints,
which can be described as follows:
2.1 Minimization of system power losses
The minimization of system real power losses (MW) can be calculated as follows:
Min f = P
(1)



= ∑
  g  V + V − 2V V cosδ − δ 

Where nl is the number of transmission lines; gk is the conductance of the kth line; Vi and
Vj are the voltage magnitude at the end buses I and j of the kth line, respectively, and !" and
!# are the voltage phase at the end buses i and j.
2.2 Voltage deviation
Bus voltage is one of the most important security and service quality indices. Improving
voltage profile can be obtained by minimizing the load bus voltage deviation from 1.0 per
unit.
&'(
Min f2 = VD = ∑)
 %V − V %

(2)

2.3 Minimization of fuel cost

* = +,-. ∑62
" /0" 12" + 3" 12" + 4" 5

(3)

Where ai, bi, and ci are the cost coefficient of the ith generator.
2.4 System constraints
The real power loss given by (1) is a non-linear function of bus voltages and phase angles
which are a function of control variables. The minimization problem is subjected to the
following equality and inequality Constraints:
2.4.1 Real Power Constraints:
)A
 V 9G Cosδ

P7 − P8 − V ∑

− δ  + B Sinδ − δ > = 0,

i = 1,2 … … NE (4)

2.4.2 Reactive Power Constraints:
)A
 V 9G Sinδ

Q 7 − Q 8 − V ∑

− δ  + B Cosδ − δ > = 0,

i = 1,2 … . NE (5)

2.4.2 Bus Voltage magnitude contraints:
VG ≤ V ≤ VGIJ

;

i ∈ NE

2.4.3 Transformer Tap position contraints:
256

(6)
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t G
≤ t  ≤ t GIJ



;

i ∈ NN

(7)

2.4.4 Generator bus reactive power constraint:
GIJ
QG
O ≤ Q O ≤ Q O

;

i ∈ NO

(8)

2.4.5 Reactive power source capacity constraints:
R"S
RTU
PQ"
≤ PQ" ≤ PQ"
; , ∈ VQ

(9)

2.4.6 Transmission line flow constraints:
|X | ≤ |XRTU |
S ≤ SGIJ

;

(10)
l ∈ N

(11)

The symbol used is follows:
t  = Tap setting of transformer at branch k
Q Z = Reactive power generated by i[\ capacitor bank
Q O = Reactive power generation at bus i
S = Apparent power flow through the i[\ branch
NE = Total number of buses
g  = Conductance of buses
NN = Number of tap-setting transformer branches
N] = Number of capacitor banks
NO = Number of generator buses
^"_"R = ^"RTU ,* ^" > ^"RTU

(12)

^"_"R = ^"R"S ,* ^" < ^"R"S

(13)

3.

PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

Particle swarm optimization algorithm, which is modified for optimizing complicated
numerical functions and based on metaphor of human social interaction, is capable of
mimicking the ability of human societies to process knowledge [8]. It has roots in two main
component methodologies: artificial life (such as bird flocking, fish schooling and
swarming); and, evolutionary computation. Its key concept is that potential solutions are
flown through hyperspace and are accelerated towards better or more optimum solutions.
Its paradigm can be implemented in simple form of computer codes and is computationally
inexpensive in terms of both memory requirements and speed. It lies anywhere in between
evolutionary programming and the genetic algorithms. As in evolutionary computation
paradigms, the concept of fitness is employed and candidate solutions to the problem are
termed particles or sometimes individuals, each of which adjusts its flying based on the
flying experiences of both itself and its companion. It keeps track of its coordinates in
hyperspace which are associated with its earlier best fitness solution, and also of its
counterpart corresponding to the overall best value acquired thus far by any other particle in
the population. Vectors are taken as presentation of particles since most optimization
problems are convenient for such variable presentations.
257
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In fact, the elemental principles of swarm intelligence are flexibility, diverse response,
proximity, quality, and stability. It is adaptive corresponding to the change of the best group
value. The allocation of responses between the individual and group values ensures a
diversity of response. The higher dimensional space calculations of the PSO concept are
performed over a series of time steps. The population is responding to the excellence
factors of the previous best individual values and the previous best group values. The
principle of stability is adhered to since the population changes its state if and only if the
best group value changes [9]. As it is reported in [10], this optimization technique can be
used to solve many of the same kinds of problems as GA, and does not suffer from some of
GAs difficulties. It has also been found to be robust in solving problem featuring nonlinear, non-differentiability and high-dimensionality. PSO is the search method to improve
the speed of convergence and find the global optimum value of fitness function.
The PSO starts with a population of random solutions ‘‘particles’’ in a D-dimension space.
The ith particle is represented by Xi = (xi1, xi2. . . xiD). Each particle keeps track of its
coordinates in hyperspace, which are associated with the fittest solution it has achieved so
far. The value of the fitness for particle i (pbest) am also stored as Pi = (pi1, pi2… piD). The
global version of the PSO keeps track of the overall best value (gbest), and its location,
obtained thus far by any particle in the population. PSO consists of changing the velocity of
each particle toward its pbest and gbest, at each step according to Eq. (11). The velocity of
particle i is represented as Vi = (vi1, vi2… viD). Acceleration is weighted by a random term,
with separate random numbers being generated for acceleration toward pbest and gbest.
The position of the ith particle is then updated according to Eq. (10). One modification is to
introduce a local-oriented paradigm (lbest) with different neighborhoods. It is concluded that
gbest version performs best in terms of median number of iterations to converge [11].
However, Pbest version with neighborhoods of two is most resistant to local minima. PSO
algorithm is further improved via using a time decreasing inertia weight, which leads to a
reduction in the number of iterations. Fig.2 shows the flowchart of the proposed PSO
algorithm [10]. This new approach features many advantages; it is simple, fast and easy to
be coded.
Also, its memory storage requirement is minimal. Moreover, this approach is advantageous
over evolutionary and genetic algorithms in many ways. First, PSO has memory. That is,
every particle remembers its best solution (local best) as well as the group best solution
(global best). Another advantage of PSO is that the initial population of the PSO is
maintained, and so there is no need for applying operators to the population, a process that
is time and memory-storage-consuming [8, 9].
3.1 Particle swarm model for continuous variables
In Particle Swarm Optimization, the particles are “flown” through the problem space by
following the current optimum particles. Each particle keeps track of its coordinates
in the problem space which are associated with the best solution (fitness) that it has
achieved so far. This implies that each particle has a memory, which allows it to
remember the best position on the feasible search space that it has ever visited. This
value is commonly called previous best (p-best). Another best value that is tracked
by the particle swarm optimizer is the best value obtained so far by any particle in
the neighborhood of the particle. This location is commonly called global best (gbest). The basic concept behind the Particle Swarm Optimization technique consists of
changing the velocity (or accelerating) of each particle toward its p-best and the g-best
positions at each time step. This means that each particle tries to modify its current
position and velocity according to the distance between its current position and p-best,
and the distance between its current position and g-best. In its canonical form, Particle
258
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Swarm Optimization is modeled as follows:
Vb = V + C rand /. 5 × ph' [i − s  + C rand /. 5 × g h' [i − s 
(14)
Where,
vik : velocity of agent i at iteration k, cj, : weighting factor, rand : uniformly distributed
random number between 0 and 1, sik : current position of agent i at iteration k, pbesti : pbest of
agent i, gbest: gbest of the group.
The current position (searching point in the solution space) can be modified by the
following equation
X"jb = X"j + k"jb
(15)
Expressions in equations (14) and (15), describe the velocity and position update,
respectively. Expression in equation (14) calculates a new velocity for each particle based
on the particle’s previous velocity, the particle’s location at which the best fitness has
been achieved so far, and the population global location at which the best fitness has
been achieved so far [11]. In addition, c1 and c2 are positive constants called the
cognitive parameter and the social parameter, respectively. These constants provide
the correct balance between exploration and exploitation (individuality and sociality).
Acceleration is weighted by a random term, with separate random numbers being
generated for acceleration toward p-best and g-best locations. The random numbers
provide a stochastic characteristic for the particles velocities in order to simulate
the real behavior of the birds in a flock. Figure 1 shows the concept of modification of
searching points described by expression in equation (14). An inertia weight parameter
w was introduced in order to improve the performance of the original particle
swarm optimization model. This parameter plays the role of balancing the global
search and local search capability of particle swarm optimization. It can be a positive
constant or even a positive linear or non linear function of time.
A better method of global optimum within a reasonable number of iterations can be
achieved by incorporating this parameter into the velocity update expression in equation
(14), as follows:
Vb = wV + C rand /. 5 × ph' [i − s  + C rand /. 5 × g h' [i − s 
(16)
The following weighting function is usually utilized in equation (14)
m
qm
w = wGIJ − nop nir × iter
Where,

['&nop

(17)

Wmax = initial weight, Wmin = final weight, maxIter = maximum iteration number,
iter = current iteration number
SK = Current searching point, SK+1 = Modified searching point, VK = Current velocity, VK+1
= Modified velocity
Vpbest = Velocity based ontuvwx , Vgbest = Velocity based on yuvwx
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Fig. 1 concept of modification of a searching point by PSO
3.1.1

PSO Algorithm Procedure:

Step 1: Generation of initial condition of each agent. Initial searching points (X
( "{ ) and
{
velocities (z" ) of each agent are usually generated randomly within the allowable range.
The current searching point is set to pbest for each agent. The best evaluated value of pbest
is set to gbest, and the agent number with the best value is stored.

Fig.. 2 PSO algorithm
Step 2: Evaluation of searching point of each agent. The objective function value is
calculated for each agent. If the value is better than the current pbest of the agent, the pbest
260
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value is replaced by the current value. If the best value of pbest is better than the current
gbest, gbest is replaced by the best value and the agent number with the best value is stored.
Step 3: Modification of each searching point.
Step 4: The current iteration number reaches the predetermined maximum iteration number,
then exits. Otherwise, the process proceeds to step 2.
3.1.2 Selection of Parameters for PSO
The main parameters of the canonical PSO model are ω, C1, C2, Vmax and the swarm size S.
The settings of these parameters determine how it optimizes the search-space. For instance,
one can apply a general setting that gives reasonable results on most problems, but seldom
is very optimal. Since the same parameter settings not at all guarantee success in different
problems, we must have knowledge of the effects of the different settings, such that we can
pick a suitable setting from problem to problem.
3.1.3 The Inertia Weight ω
The inertia weight ω controls the momentum of the particle: If ω << 1, only little
momentum is preserved from the previous time-step; thus quick changes of direction are
possible with this setting. The concept of velocity is completely lost if ω = 0, and the
particle then moves in each step without knowledge of the past velocity. On the other hand,
if ω is high (>1) we observe the same effect as when C1 and C2 are low: Particles can
hardly change their direction and turn around, which of course implies a larger area of
exploration as well as a reluctance against convergence towards optimum.
3.1.4 The Maximum Velocity |}~
The maximum velocity kRTU determines the maximum change one particle can undergo in
its positional coordinates during iteration. Usually we set the full search range of the
particle’s position as the kRTU . For example, in case, a particle has position vector x = (x1,
x2, x3) and if −10 ≤ xi ≤ 10 for i = 1, 2 and 3, then we set kRTU = 20. Originally, kRTU was
introduced to avoid explosion and divergence. However, with the use of constriction factor
χ (to be discussed shortly) or ω in the velocity update formula, kRTU to some degree has
become unnecessary; at least convergence can be assured without it [6].
3.1.5 The Acceleration Coefficients C1 and C2
A usual choice for the acceleration coefficients C1 and C2 is C1 = C2 = 1.494 [11]. However,
other settings were also used in different papers. Usually C1 equals to C2 and ranges from
(0, 4).
"xv
 =  − " 
+ "
(18)
 

 =  − " 

"xv

 

+ "

(19)

Where C1i, C1f, C2i, and C2f are constants, iteration is the current iteration number and
MAXITER is the number of maximum allowable iterations [12]. The objective of this
modification was to boost the global search over the entire search space during the early
part of the optimization and to encourage the particles to converge to global optima at the
end of the search. Essentially C1 was decreased from 2.5 to 0.5 whereas C2 was increased
from 0.5 to 2.5 [14].
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3.1.6 The Neighborhood Topologies in PSO
The neighborhood of each particle is generally defined as topologically nearest particles to
the particle at each side. The global version of PSO also can be considered as a local
version of PSO with each particle’s neighborhood to be the whole population. It has been
suggested that the global version of PSO converges fast, but with potential to converge to
the local minimum, while the local version of PSO might have more chances to find better
solutions slowly. Since then, a lot of researchers have worked on improving its performance
by designing or implementing different types of neighborhood structures in PSO. Kennedy
claimed that PSO with small neighborhoods might perform better on complex problems
while PSO with large neighborhood would perform better for
f simple problems [13]. The kbest topology, proposed by Kennedy connects every particle to its k nearest particles in the
topological space. With k = 2, this becomes the circle topology (and with k = swarmsize-1 it
becomes a gbest topology).

Fig. 3 (a)) The fully connected org best topology (b)
( Ring topology and (c) The wheel
topology

4.

SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 }~  }   / 5
In the first case, the proposed algorithm is run with minimization of real power losses as the
objective function. The parameters of the proposed method are exposed in table 1. Table 2
presents the result of the study for PL and VD for the IEEE 26 bus test network. The
algorithm reaches a minimum loss of 17.3659 MW.
Table 1 Parameters of the proposed method

Parameters
Number of generations
Max. and Min. inertia weights
Population size
Acceleration constants (C1, C2)

262

Values
500
0.9 and 0.4
60
2.0 and 2.0
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Table 2.. Result of the study for PL and VD (IEEE 26 bus)
Proposed Method

Voltage deviations (p.u.)

Particle swarm
optimization

0.3301

Power loss(MW)
17.3659 MW.

Fig. 4 Pareto optimal between Ploss and VD

Table 3 Result of the study for PL and VD of the proposed approach (IEEE 26 bus)

Initial setting

Optimal setting of
Ploss (MW)

Optimal setting of
VD

V1

1.025

1.0388

1.0319

V2

1.020

1.0458

1.0300

V3

1.025

1.0351

1.0122

V4

1.050

1.0429

1.0325

V5

1.045

1.0456

1.0599

V26

1.015

1.0361

1.0149

T3

0.960

1.0080

1.0291

T6

0.960

1.0735

1.0817

T8

1.017

1.0042

1.0132

T9

1.050

1.0160

1.0616

T10

1.050

1.0403

1.0028

T15

0.150

1.0278

1.0028

T18

0.950

1.0106

1.0604

Values
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Qc1

4.000

1.2878

3.7105

Qc4

2.000

1.0072

1.3779

Qc5

5.000

0.1314

3.3865

Qc6

2.000

0.5724

2.9841

Qc9

3.000

2.2561

3.3343

Qc11

1.500

4.2777

3.4452

Qc12

2.000

4.9781

0.6362

Qc15

0.500

1.1263

3.2656

Qc19

5.000

5.000

0.3588

 /5

17.7595

17.4659

VD (p.u.)

0.4311

0.3012

This case, the problem is treated as a multi-objective reactive power dispatch problem
where both objective functions i.e. real power loss (PLOSS) and voltage deviation (VD) are
optimized simultaneously with the proposed PSO algorithm. The diversity of the Pareto
optimal set with 7 non-dominated solutions over the trade-off curve is shown in the Figure
4. Pareto-optimal front of proposed approach it is clear that best compromise solution is
obtained at weighing factor w1=1.0250 and at this weighing factor real power loss and
voltage deviations are 17.3659 MW and 0.3012p.u.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper particle swarm optimization algorithm method is applied to getting solves the
reactive power dispatch of power system. The proposed algorithm is applied on IEEE 26bus test system results for minimization of active power loss and voltage profile (VD). The
results obtained from the methods proved that they are efficient in solving the reactive
power dispatch problem. Other main advantage of particle swarm optimization over other
modern heuristics is modeling stability, flexibility, sure and fast convergence than other
heuristic methods. Particle swarm optimization method requires only a few parameters to
be adjusted, which make easy method to implement and high quality solution. The Pareto
graph shows the feasibility of the proposed method for reactive power dispatch is
demonstrated on simple power systems with promising results.
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